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1. Introduction 
This paper presents a setting in which a proper map defined on an arbitrary 
manifold of a specified dimension can be quickly recognized as an approximate 
fibration, simply due to having point preimages all of a certain homotopy type (or, 
shape). 
The setting involves the fol lowing data: a specific closed n-manifold N;  an 
(n + k) -mani fo ld  M;  a usc (i.e., upper semicontinuous) decomposit ion G of M into 
copies of N (up to shape); the associated ecomposit ion space B-M/G,  which 
is presumed to be (and in most instances studied here known to be) finite- 
dimensional;  and the standard decomposit ion map p:M-+B.  The subject to be 
addressed is the following: 
Main Question. When is p:  M~ B an approximate fibration? 
If it is, Coram and Duval l  [1, Corol lary 3.5] have an exact sequence relating the 
homotopy groups of N, M and B, analogous to the one for genuine fibrations, 
which provides the most efficient means available for extracting structural informa- 
tion about M from that of  N and B. Evidence to this end appears in the corollaries 
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to Theorem 3.1. The desirabi l i ty of attaining just this sort of structural data init ial ly 
activated the author's interest in the Main Question. 
We will call a closed n-mani fo ld  N a codimension-k fibrator (respectively, a 
codimension-k orientable fibrator) if whenever G is a usc decomposi t ion of an 
arbitrary (respectively, or ientable) (n + k ) -mani fo ld  M such that each g ~ G is shape 
equivalent o N and dim M/G<o% then p:M~ B = M/G is an approx imate 
fibration. 
Phrased in this terminology,  the goal here is to determine which manifo lds N are 
codimension-k fibrators. The investigation focusses on the codimension-2 case, and 
there are two major conclusions. The first completely settles the matter for n -  2: 
Every closed surface N except the torus and the Klein bott le is a codimension-2 
fibrator. The second, which imposes no restriction on n, establishes the same 
conclusion for real projective space pn. 
In compar ison with the codimension-2 case, a great deal is a lready known about 
codimension-1 fibrators, but a significant problem still remains open: It is not settled 
whether all manifo lds N n are codimension-1 fibrators, not even when n = 3. The 
central issue is whether every degree-1 map N n ~ N n induces ~rl- isomorphisms. 
The paper  is organized as follows. Section 2, mainly a review of old information,  
provides general condit ions about decomposit ions into submanifo lds under which 
the decomposi t ion map is an approx imate fibration. Sections 3 and 5 present the 
main results, the former about decomposit ions of 4-manifolds into surfaces and the 
latter about the ones involving P". Section 4 sets forth some nonexamples.  Final ly, 
Section 6 offers some unsolved questions. 
Mladen Bestvina deserves a note of thanks for correcting some of the author's 
misconceptions about geometr ic  structures on 3-manifolds. 
Definitions 1.1. All mani fo lds are understood to be connected, metric and boundary-  
less. Whenever  the presence of  boundary  is tolerated, the object will be called a 
manifold with boundary.  
Homology is computed with integer coefficients unless another coefficient module 
is mentioned,  and the only alternative module employed here is Z2 ~ Z/2Z. 
Let N n be a closed n-manifold.  A usc decomposi t ion G of a mani fo ld M is 
N"-like if dim M~ G < oo and each g e G is shape equivalent to N". For  simplicity 
or famil iarity, we shall assume each g c G in an N"- l ike  decomposi t ion to be an 
ANR having the homotopy  type of N" ;  experts can easily modify the proofs to 
treat the more general situation. 
Consider a usc decomposi t ion G of a mani fo ld  M into closed, or ientable n- 
manifolds. There are useful winding functions (or, for defni teness,  n-winding 
functions) defined local ly on B in the fol lowing manner.  Each b ~ B has neighbor- 
hoods U > Uo such that p 1(U) retracts to p l(b) and p 1(Uo) deformat ion retracts 
to p l(b) in p I (U).  Therefore, the inclusion induced 
~bb : H~(p-lb) -~ H,,(p-I( U)) 
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is an isomorphism onto the image of 
~:H, , (p -1Uo)~ H,,(p I(U)). 
For any c ~ U0 the image of 
O(:Hn(p ~c)-+ Hn(p - l (U) )  
is contained in im 0 ( - the  image of 0)- Hence, 
~bbl~,.:H,,(p-~ c )~ Hn(p 'b) 
is a well-defined homomorphism between two copies of Z, meaning that up to sign 
it amounts to multiplication by some integer q,.>~O. The local winding fimction 
a~,: Uo~Z at b is determined by the rule ab(c)=qe. The continuity set C of 
p : M--, B = M~ G consists of those points b c B such that ab is continuous in some 
neighborhood of b. A significant echnical device, first observed by Coram and 
Duvall [3, Lemma 3], attests that C is a dense, open subset of B. 
With decompositions comprised of possibly nonorientable closed n-manifolds, 
there is a completely analogous notion of continuity set, for emphasis occasionally 
referred to as the rood 2 continui O, set, where homology employed with the local 
n-winding functions is computed with Z2-coefficients. 
A proper map p : M ~ B between locally compact ANRs is called an approximate 
fibration if it has the following approximate homotopy lifting property: Given an 
open cover e of B, an arbitrary space X, and two maps 0 : X ~ M and 1/I : X x I ~ B 
such that p~b= qZo, there exists a map c l ) :Xx I~M such that cO0= 0 and p@ is 
e-close to 1/i. 
For terminology regarding eometric structures on manifolds, as employed here 
in Section 4, the reader is referred to [17]. 
Recall that a group H is Hopfian provided every epimorphism O:H-> H is 
necessarily an isomorphism. 
2. Conditions yielding approximate fibrations 
The first two results tated in this section are given as [9, Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 
5.7], respectively; the former is stated just for n ~> k > 2, but with only minor changes 
the proof yields the same result for n > k - 1. 
Theorem 2.1. For n > 1, n ~ k S n is a codimension-k fibrator. 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose N"  is a simply-connected closed manifold and G is an Nn-like 
usc decomposition of  a manifold M "+k. Then p : M n+k ~ B is an approximate fibration 
over its continuity set. 
In conjunction with the proof for [9, Theorem 4.1], Proposition 2.2 yields the 
following pertinent result. 
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Theorem 2.3. Every ( k -1)-connected closed manifold N"  (k> 1) is a codimension-k 
fibrator. 
Corollary 2.4. Every simply-connected closed manifold is a codimension-2 fibrator. 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose p : M -> B is a proper map defined on an ( n + k )-manifold M 
and q : )Q -~ M is a finite covering. Then p is an approximate fibration if and only if 
pq : M-~ B is. 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of lifting properties of q and either the definition 
of approximate fibration or its characterization, due to Coram and Duvall [2], in 
terms of approximate homotopy liftings for cells. [] 
Proposition 2.6. Suppose N"  is a closed, orientable manifold with finite fundamental  
group and G is an N"-l ike usc decomposition of  M n+k. Then p:M"+k-~ B is an 
approximate fibration over its continuity set. 
Proof. Fix g0c G in C, the continuity set of p. Find a neighborhood U of P(go) 
such that p 1(U) retracts to go, and then find a smaller connected neighborhood 
V of p(go) such that V '= p- l (V)  deformation-retracts to go in p - l (u ) .  Name this 
retraction r: V '~ go, and let q: V*~ V' denote the covering corresponding to the 
kernel of r#: 7rl(V')~ 7rl(g0). It follows easily from the construction of q that for 
all p(g') in some neighborhood Wc V ofp(g0), q l(g,) has the homotopy type of 
the universal cover of N"  and the induced retraction up above restricts to a degree-1 
map q l(g,) ~ q l(g0)" Hence, by Proposition 2.2 pq : (pq) ~(W) --> W is an approxi- 
mate fibration, and by Lemma 2.5 the same is true for p:p -~(W)~ W. Because the 
property is locally determined, p :p 1(C)--, C is also an approximate fibration. [] 
Proposition 2.7. Suppose N n is a closed, orientable, aspherical manifold with Hopfian 
fundamental group, and G is an Nn-like decomposition of  M "+k. Then p : M"+k ~ B 
is an approximate fibration over its continuity set. 
Proof. In the notation introduced in Proposition 2.6, r lg ' :g '~ go induces a funda- 
mental group epimorphism for all g' sufficiently close to go (since P(go) ~ C causes 
rig' to be a degree-1 map) [10], and therefore (r ig') .  must be an isomorphism by 
the Hopfian hypothesis. Asphericity of N" then implies rig' is a homotopy 
equivalence, and the proposition follows from [2, Corollary 3.4]. 
The next result, indispensible to the purpose at hand, will be employed 
repeatedly throughout. For a proof see [8, Theorem 4.1] and [5, Theorem 3.12 and 
Proposition 4.1]. 
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Proposition 2.8. I f  G is a usc decomposition of an orientable (n + 2)-manifold M into 
closed, orientable n-manifolds, then the decomposition space B is a 2-manifold and 
D = B \C  is locallyfinite in B, where C represents the continuity set of p: M--> B; if 
either M or some elements" of G are nonorientable, B is a 2-manifold with boundary 
(possibly empty) and D'= (lnt B) \C '  is locally finite in B, where C' represents the 
rood 2 continuity set. 
Proposition 2.9. There is no usc decomposition of an orientable (n +2)-manifold M 
consisting entirely of nonorientable n-manifolds. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. By [6, Theorem 2.10] p : M --> B must be an approximate 
fibration over an open disk O c B. Choose go E W = p -a (o )  and apply [ 1, Corollary 
3.5] to represent rr~(W\g0) as an extension 
1 -+ rrl(g') -+ rr l(W\go) -> Z-+ 1, 
where g'c G-{go} lies in W. After Abelianization, Hl(W\go)/ image[H~(g')] ~Z.  
On the other hand the (integral) homology sequence of ( W, W\go) shows 
Z2 ~ H n (go) TM H2( W, W\go) ~ H1 (W\go) --" Hi (W) ~ O, 
and the inclusion-induced isomorphism H~(g')~ H j (W)  demonstrates that Hl (g '  ) 
is an index-2 subgroup of H~(W\go), a contradiction. [] 
We close this section by listing some key facts about codimension-1 fibrators. 
Theorem 2.10. All closed orientable n-manifolds Nn for which ZVrl(N" ) is Noetherian 
are codimension- 1 orientable fibrators. 
For a proof, see [4, Theorem 3.3] and [6, Theorem 5.17]. 
Theorem 2.11. All closed, orientable, aspherical n-manifolds N"  for which 7rl(N n) is 
Hopfian are codimension- 1 orientable fibrators. 
This follows from Proposition 2.7 and the analysis in [4, Section 3 and Lemma 
6.2] that the continuity set of  p" M n+l -> B is all of B. 
3. Surfaces as fibrators 
The principal theorem presented in this section attests that all surfaces except 
those of Euler characteristic zero are codimension-2 fibrators, a fact previously 
recognized only for the 2-sphere [7, Theorem 5.2]. 
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Theorem 3.1. Each closed surface N 2 for which x(  N 2) # 0 is a codimension-2 fibrator. 
Corollary 3.2. Let M 4 denote a simply connected 4-manifold and N 2 a closed surface 
with x(  N 2) <0. Then there is no N<l ike usc decomposition of  M 4. 
Proof. Otherwise the decomposition space B would be 1-connected and, therefore, 
would be topologically S 2 or E 2. From the exact homotopy sequence for an 
approximate fibration [1, Corollary 3.5], 
~2( B )-~ ~r,( N 2) -~ rq( M 4) - 1, 
which leads to the impossibility that 7TI(N 2) is cyclic. [] 
Corollary 3.3. I f  N 2 is any closed surface for which x(  N 2) ~ 0, then there is no N2-1ike 
usc decomposition of  S 4. 
Corollary 3.4. I f  G is a usc decomposition of  M 4 into copies of  a surface N 2 where 
x( N2) < 0 and x(  B ) <~ O, then M 4 is aspherical and ~-I(M 4) is an extension of  wl( N 2) 
by rq(B).  
Proof. For k ~> 2 part of the exact homotopy sequence of the approximate fibration 
p: M4~ B shows 
1 ~ ~-k(N 2) ~ 7rk(M 4) --> 7rk(B ) ~ 1, 
and implies asphericity of M 4, The same sequence and the fact that rr2(B) ~ 1 expose 
the group extension. [] 
Lemma 3.5. Let N denote a closed surface with x(  N)  < O. Then a map F : N ~ N has 
nonzero degree (with Z2 coefficients, in the nonorientable case) if and only if F is a 
homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. One implication is trivial. 
Assuming deg(F) # 0, construct the covering q : N ~ N determined by F~ (~-1 (N)),  
together with an induced lifting 
lq 
N ~N 
/7: N~ ]Q. Then 
0 ¢ deg( f )  = deg(qF) 
implies ~r compact. Euler characteristic computations reveal N- has more handles 
(crosscaps) than N, unless q is a homeomorphism. However, as F induces an 
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epimorphism of Try(N) to ¢q(]Q), N cannot have more handles (crosscaps) than 
N, and q must be a homeomorphism. Hence, /~4~ : "/rl(N)---> 7rl(N ) induces a self- 
epimorphism of the Hopfian group ~'1 (N) [ 13] (alternatively, see [11, 12]), indicating 
that /7 and F are homotopy equivalences. [] 
Remark. Lemma 3.5 fails for all surfaces N with x(N)~>0. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose G is an N~-like usc decomposition of a 4-manifold 
M, where N2¢S 2 and x (N2)¢0 .  
Case 1: M orientable. Proposition 2.9 indicates N 2 is orientable. Proposition 2.8 
certifes that B is a 2-manifold and the discontinuity set D= B\C  of p:M-~ B is 
locally finite. Thus, by Proposition 2.7 the issue localizes to one where B is an open 
disk and p is an approximate fibration over B\b. Name g c G such that p(g) = b, 
specify a retraction r: M ~ g, fix g '# g, and study rig': g '~  g. The decisive step is 
to prove deg(rlg') # 0. 
Suppose deg(r[g')=0. Here HI (M\g)~HI (M)mHI (g)  is surjective and 
7rl(M\g) is given by 
1 ~ ~rl(g')-~ 7r~(M\g)~Z-+ 1.
Abelianization shows HI (M\g)  is determined by Hl(g') and one additional gen- 
erator. Work of Zieschang, Vogt and Coldeway [20, p. 100] gives 
rank(image Hi (g')) <~ 1rank(H1 (M)) = ½ rank(Hi(g)),  
which is impossible. 
Since deg(r[g')¢ 0, Lemma 3.5 attests rig' is a homotopy equivalence for all g' 
sufficiently close to g, so p must be an approximate fibration [2, Corollary 3.4]. 
Case 2: N 2 and M nonorientable. Refer to Section 5 for treatment of the projective 
plane; here assume x(N 2) <0. Then as above p is an approximate fibration over 
the (mod 2) continuity set C'  of B. The goal is to prove that C'c~ Int B = Int B and 
B is a boundaryless 2-manifold. 
Focus on D+= (Int B)\C' ,  where again D+ is locally finite in B. We intend to 
prove D+ = 0. Supposing the contrary, we localize as before to the typical situation 
where B is an open disk containing b0 c D+ and p is an approximate fibration over 
B\bo. Set go=:p ~(bo). 
Consider the orientable double cover q:M*~ M and decomposition G*= {all 
components of q ~(g)]g ~ G}. The decomposition map p*: M*-~ B* = M*/G*  is 
an approximate fibration over B*\p*q ~(g0)- By Proposition 2.9 the set q-~(g), for 
g #P  ~(go), is orientable, i f  go* =q J(g0) is also orientable, the previous case gives 
that p*, and thus p, is an approximate fibration. Otherwise, the orientable (2-1)-cover 
of go* induces a (2-1)-covering M**~ M*, endowed with a natural decomposition 
containing two types of objects: go**, which (4-1)-covers go, and the others g**, 
where 
g**-* g* ~ g. 
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The new decomposition G** is an approximation fibration throughout M**\g*o*, 
and an argument like the one given in Case 1, based on rank of the first homology 
groups, indicates that the correspondence b tween g** and g* cannot be a homeo- 
morphism. Consequently, all elements of G** must correspond to (4-1)-orientable 
covers of N ~, and all the decomposition maps must be approximate fibrations. In 
other words, C '~ Int B = Int B. 
If OB ¢ O, then B contains an open subset U homeomorphic to upper half space 
{(x,y)c E2ly~>0}, with U c~OB an open arc A along which the local (mod2) 
2-winding functions %]A (a ~ A) are continuous. Let q: M*--> p-~( U) denote the 
orientable double cover. Then q ~(g) is orientable for all g=p ~(b), b~A. If 
(pq) l(a) is orientable for some (hence, for all) a c A, the situation coincides with 
that of Case 1. Otherwise, we look at the (2-1)-covering q: AT/~ M* determined by 
the orientable cover of (pq)-~(ao), aoc A, and the typical decomposition 
0 = {all components of (pq~) l(g)lg ~ G} 
of M. Again we can argue that all elements of 0 are orientable (4-1)-covers of 
objects in G and reduce to Case 1, thereby establishing the desired conclusion. 
Case 3: N 2 orientable and M nonorientable. The strategy is to study the induced 
decomposition on the orientable double cover of M, and the details are similar to 
those given for the previous cases. [Z 
Example 3.6. The torus S 1 x S 1 is not a codimension-2 fibrator. Transparently M 4 = 
S3x S 1 admits a usc decomposition i to tori for which p:M4~ B fails to be an 
approximate fibration. Seifert fiber mappings induce decompositions 5 e of S 3 into 
simple closed curves such that S 3--> $3/5 e is not an approximate fibration (see [3]). 
The product decompositions G = {g x Sllg C .~#} on S 3 × 81 manifest the same 
property. 
A general construction described in the next section confirms that the Klein bottle 
is not a codimension-2 fibrator. 
4. Manifolds that fail to be codimension-2 fibrators 
This project developed in part from the author's mistaken suspicion that a usc 
decomposition f a 4-manifold into orientable surfaces would induce an approximate 
fibration as long as no tori appeared among the decomposition elements. Not only 
does the next example show why that suspicion was erroneous, it also inspired the 
more general construction alluded to earlier. 
Example 4.1. A decomposition of a 4-manifold M 4 into surfaces, none of which 
are tori, such that the local 2-winding functions on B fail to be continuous. Let N 
denote any closed, orientable surface of genus greater than one, and set M 4 = N × R 2. 
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For any k-sheeted covering N~ N, M 4 admits a decomposit ion G consisting of 
N x {0} and copies of  1~ r.To see this, regard M4\(  N X {0}) as N x S 1 x R 1 and exploit 
the fact that N x S 1 can be fibered over S 1 with fiber N, where the restriction of  
the natural projection of N×SI~N to any fiber is a k-to-1 covering map [15, 
Proposition 4.6]. This means that the local winding function is not continuous at 
the image of N x {0}. 
Theorem 4.2. Any closed manifold that cyclically covers itself (nontrivially) fails to 
be a codimension-2 fibrator. 
Proof. Let A : N"  ~ N" denote a homeomorphism generating the promised k-fold 
cyclic covering, and let O:E2~ E 2 denote the rotation about the origin through 
angle 2~r/k. Form a fixed point free action of/7, the cyclic group of order k, on 
Nnx  E ~ with generator (x, y)-+ (A (x), O(y)). The decomposit ion {Nnx  {y}[y ~ E 2} 
naturally induces a decomposit ion G of the orbit space M n+2 = (N"  x E2)/F into 
copies of  N n, and the retraction defined near the image of N"  × {0}, when restricted 
to any other element of G, behaves like the k-fold covering, not like a homotopy 
equivalence. [] 
Corollary 4.3. Let K" be the mapping torus of some periodic homeomorphism h : T ~ T 
defined on a closed (n -  1)-manifold T. Then Kn fails to be a codimension-2 fibrator. 
Proof. I f  h : T~ T has period s, it should be clear (see Example 4.1) why then K n 
admits a k-fold covering of itself, where k = 1 + (any integral multiple of s). 
Corollary 4.4. No closed 3-manifold admitting an S2x R-geometric structure is a 
codimension-2 fibrator. 
Proof. Closed manifolds with an S2x R-structure all cyclically cover themselves: 
P344-P3 is the solitary member of the class that is not a mapping torus [17, pp. 
457-458], but it is a k-sheeted cyclic cover of  itself for every k> 0 [18]. [] 
Corollary 4.5. No closed 3-manifold with infinite first homology and a Euclidean 
geometric structure is a codimension-2 fibrator. 
Proof. All such examples fiber over S 1 with fiber F either a torus or a Klein bottle 
and admit the structure of a mapping torus determined by a periodic homeomorph- 
ism h: F~ F. See [16, pp. 135-141] for the bundle information and [19, pp. 117-122] 
for the homological data. [] 
Remark. The solitary closed Euclidean 3-manifold with finite first homology is a 
codimension-2 orientable fibrator. 
In one sense the manifolds with an H2x  R-structure behave like those with a 
Euclidean structure. Every closed 3-manifold M 3 with an H2x  R-structure admits 
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a Seifert fibration into circles as well as a transverse foliation by surfaces. I f  the 
orbifold resulting from the latter is a circle, M 3 will be a mapping torus as in 
Corollary 4.3 [17, p. 460] and therefore fails to be a codimension-2 fibrator. 
5. Real projective space 
Theorem 5.1. Real projective n-space P" (n > 1) is a codimension-2 fibrator. 
Proof. Consider a Pn-like usc decomposit ion G of an (n +2)-mani fo ld  M. In the 
early part of this argument we compute homology with Z2-coefficients and examine 
the rood 2 continuity set C '  of  G. Since the typical retractions r : p * (V) -+ go restrict 
to degree-1 maps rlg':g'-->go for all g'  sufficiently near go in C', rig' induces 
homology isomorphisms in all dimensions, but specifically in dimension 1, so 
(rig')# : rrl(g')--> ¢rl(go) 
is an isomorphism. The proof  of Proposition 2.6 indicates that p :p - l (C ' )~ C'  is 
an approximate fibration. 
Left to be shown are the claims that C '= B and B is a 2-manifold, not just a 
2-manifold with boundary. 
Let D+ = (Int B)\C ' .  Supposing D+ # 0 and localizing, we presume B is an open 
disk with designated b0 ~ B c~ D+ such that p is an approximate fibration over B\bo. 
Form the universal (2-1)-covering q:M*-+ M, induced decomposit ion 
G* = {components of q-~(g)lg c G}, 
and decomposit ion map p* :M*->B*  M* /G* .  Then the special element go *= 
q l(p-l(b0) ) of  M* has the homotopy type of S ", and the other elements of G* 
are homotopically either all copies of pn or all copies of S". The latter can be ruled 
out by Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.5. The P"-case cannot occur either. The homotopy 
sequence of the approximate fibration p*, restricted to the preimage of B*\b*,  
reveals 
1 ~ Z2 ~ n-~ (M'\go*) -~ Z ~ 1, 
and implies rrl( Mkgo*) ~ Z2 x Z = H~( M*\go* ; Z). On the other hand, the homology 
sequence of the pair 
Z ~ H"  (go*) ~ H2(M*, M' \g* )  ~ HI(M*\go*) --> Hi (M*)  ~ 0 
dictates that HI(M'\go*) is cyclic. This contradiction yields D+ =~3; equivalently, 
C'  c~ Int B = Int B. 
Now we deal with the potential boundary. Suppose OB ¢ 0. Again by [5] no point 
of OB belongs to C'  and OB contains an arc A along which the local (mod 2) winding 
functions c~alA are continuous. Name aoe In tA  and an open subset U of B 
homeomorphic to upper half space with ao e U c~ OB = Int A. Set Mu = p- l (U) ,  and 
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form the covering q:M*~ Mu determined by the image of ~-~(p-~(a0)) together 
with a decomposition G* and decomposition map p* : M* ~ B* = M*/G*  as above. 
For g =p-~(a) (a c A ~ U), q-~(g) is a sphere, while otherwise q- l (g )  consists of 
two copies of P" (if not, G* would consist entirely of spheres and p would necessarily 
be well behaved). Due to the approximate fibration over Int B, Mu deformation 
retracts to p l(Int A), and covering properties indicate M* deformation retracts to 
A*=(pq)-~(Int  A). An argument like that of [7, Lemma 3.5] shows A* has the 
proper shape of S n × El; thus, M* is simply connected and orientable, and 
0 ~- I2I~(A *) ~ H2(M*,  M* \A* )  ~ H I (M* \A* )  ~ H~(M*) ~ O. 
However, M*\A*  consists of two components, both of which admit obvious approxi- 
mate fibrations to open disks with fiber P", indicating that HI (M* \A* )= HI(Pn)@ 
H~(P ~) ~ Z2@ Z2, an impossibility. Therefore, we deduce cgB- 0 and C '= B. [] 
A similar argument leads to the related result stated below. (Note that here 
7r~( N ~) ~- H~( N ' )  ~- H,(  N" ;  Z2).) 
Theorem 5.2. Let N ~ be a closed maniJold such that each element of crl( N" )  has order 
2. Then N ~ is a codimension-2 fibrator. 
Merely having finite first homology does not force N" to be a codimension-2 
fibrator, as p3#p3 and, likewise, P"#P"  disclose. 
6. Questions 
In closing, we list some obviously unsettled topics. 
Question 6.1. In Theorem 3.1 can p be approximated by locally trivial bundle maps? 
Question 6.2. ls N 3 a codimension-2 fibrator provided it does not cover itself? What 
if, in addition, N 3 is aspherical? 
Question 6.3. Is every closed manifold N with 7rl (N) finite a codimension-2 fibrator? 
Question 6.4. Is every closed, hyperbolic 3-manifold a codimension-2 fibrator? 
Question 6.5. For every closed manifold N" does there exist an integer k such that 
N n fails to be a codimension-k fibrator? 
Question 6.6. Is every closed orientable manifold N n a codimension-1 fibrator? 
What about the case n = 3 ? 
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